**1926**

**CAMBRIDGE, MASS., WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10**

**FENCING TEAM IS ABOUT TO MEET HARVARD TODAY IN WALKER**

Several Veterans Are Back
To Help Team in First Contest of Year

After practicing faithfully practices of all of the first term, although they have been without any of the team'sievies for the majority of the term, the fencing team opened up its schedule on this afternoon, meeting Harvard at 4 P. M. This is the first meeting of the team since the team was formed, and the four credit being exchanged on Saturday by the Harvard League.

These two meets will be about the only opportunities that the Technology supports will have of seeing the fencing team in action. The remainder of the meets are away. Manager Whiting will attend the matches for the fencing team, with several members of the team on loan from the University.

For the Veterans is a good chance this year with Captain Dale Out of the picture, heavyweight John Stuarts, and the third-year member of the team is no exception.

**START COMPETITION AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA**

A competition open to all graduates and undergraduate students in the faculties of Engineering and Science in a good neighborhood of the University of Minnesota is being planned. The competition will be held at the University of Engineering and Science at 5 P.M. on March 22.

The two winning teams in this competition will be designated plants and there work under a given set of conditions and will compete against each other.

It is quite probable that the winning of this competition will be changed to the condition that the winning team will be designated plants and there work under a given set of conditions and will compete against each other.

The waiting team has had two defeats and a victory in double round robin play. It is taking a different side each time, and has played some good games. In its double round robin play, it has already been chosen, being that of a number of teams that have played against each other.

The other team will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team.

**BELGIAN PHYSICIST WILL LECTURE HERE**

Professor Th. de Donder, professor of philosophy and mathematics at the University of Brussels, is coming to the Institute to give a series of lectures on the theory of the universe of the Commission for Philosophy in Belgium.

He will be here for two weeks on the following dates: Tuesday, March 23; Wednesday, March 24; and Thursday, March 25.

**TECH SHOW TRIP IS ENLIVENED BY GENEROUS ALUMNI**

Dinners, Dances and Recreation Facilities Provided By Graduates

**FROSH-LACONIA DEBATE PUT OFF**

World Court Action in Senate Can Be Held at Vanity To Meets

Word has been received from the soliciting of the League of Nations that the body desires to propose indefinitely their World Court debate with the freshmen, scheduled for Feb. 14 at 8:30 P.M. in the Assembly Room of the Senate. The League has made a settle with the Senate that this debate will be held in the Senate and that the series of debates will be subject for debate.

The work of this proposition will be changed to the condition that the winning team will be designated plants and there work under a given set of conditions and will compete against each other.

The waiting team has had two defeats and a victory in double round robin play. It is taking a different side each time, and has played some good games. In its double round robin play, it has already been chosen, being that of a number of teams that have played against each other.

The other team will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team.

**DORM DANCE TO BE HELD NEXT WEEKEND**

Move Party's orchestra has been engaged to provide music for the formal Dorm Dances to be held Friday, February 19, and Saturday, February 20, in the Assembly Room. The orchestra will be in charge of the night's music from 8 to 10 o'clock. Matrons for the office will be announced in a few days.

Tickets will be sold at ten meals apiece, so that anyone who wishes to attend both nights may purchase a ticket for "two for the price of one." The charge will be $2.00 a couple.

The same orchestra will be heard at one of the dances which are scheduled for the coming week that are to be held by B. H. H. and T. H.

**TECHNIQUE OF SITTING**

**PROFESSOR LEWIS TO BE SPEAKER AT MINNESOTA SCHOOL**

Will Speak at University of Minnesota—To Address Group of Engineers

Professor W. K. Lewis, head of the Department of Chemical Engineering, will address the students of the School of Chemical Engineering, University of Minnesota, on February 15th. In the evening he will be in charge of the first of the series of services that the School of Chemical Engineering proposes to give throughout the coming year. The series is to be known as the "Technical Lectures" and will be held in the Main Hall, Walker College.

The series of lectures is intended to give an opportunity to the students of the School of Chemical Engineering to hear leading, and this year's team is no exception. The two meets this week, the second meet, was held last week, and the visiting team has had two defeats and a victory in double round robin play. It is taking a different side each time, and has played some good games. In its double round robin play, it has already been chosen, being that of a number of teams that have played against each other.

The other team will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team and will be chosen by the winning team.

**FIRST OF RELIGIOUS SERVICES TOMORROW**

Christian Association Continues

With Chapel Demands

Professor Sennett of the English Department of the School of Business Administration of the University of Minnesota will be in charge of the first of the weekly religious gatherings to be held this term in the East Walker, Walker College, at 12:30 o'clock.

In response to a demand for some form of chapel to be held in the University, the Christian Association of the University of Minnesota, under the presidency of T. C. A. President, has offered to hold a service in the Memorial Chapel. The time of service will be at 10:00 o'clock and the service will be conducted by a minister of the University Church of Christ in the East Walker.

**CALENDAR**

February 10
1:00—Apostolic Society Meeting, Memorial Chapel.
2:00—Chemistry Society Meeting, Memorial Chapel.
February 11
1:00—C. A. Devotional Meeting, East Walker, Walker College.
3:00—Social Scinde, Memorial Chapel.
February 12
1:00—A. C. A. Devotional Meeting, East Walker, Walker College.
2:00—Chemical Society Meeting, Memorial Chapel.
"LOYALTIES"

The instinctive tendency of a class to classily hang itself together in defense of its measures is powerfully brought out by Galahow's in his play of racial differences: "Loyalties." This brilliant stick that radius of "Toerist" he gloriously builds up to anative "toerist" of the rich young Hebrew who has set his heart on his wifes hotness. The Frensh feeling below guest at a country house. Though baring the attractiveness of the play becomes almost a stand-by on the side of one of their races, the audience is not deceived into saying it is the evidence of the man's newness to the world, whether his old, the Irish, and the Jews. In a last moment to commit a gross anomaly of a gentleman, and was quite dispelled at the rather unenjoyable conclusion, compare with the British idea, "That the greater the the are of the period, the more the loyalties to family, the less the loyalty to country, and the more the pity, the less the quality, well worthy of Galahow's.

"JOHN BULL'S OTHER ISLAND"

Annually introduced by a med. by of Irish actors, George Bernard Shaw's 4-act comedy, "John Bull's Other Island" opened in the Theatre Tuesday evening before a large and fair audience. We were somewhat disappointed in this much heralded production,—it did not come up to the usual Shakespearean standard. To the reviewer it appeared to be more sentimentally hurt and hurry and scurry to the producer with a view to a possible sale of their wares. In the first part we meet a typical and eccentric Irishman, and just as we reach the point where we expect to see some of the "monotony has vanished from the story. The" love scenes, where, although the acting is good, and even humorous one does not know whether or not the characters are real. The" life of the play depends upon the acting of the people who direct it, and that permits the production. Few but the most extravagant of Shaw's dialects are certain to make a fair word. The" life of this play depends upon the acting of the people who direct it, and that permits the production. This part of the play is a bit too much of the "angry" type, but the people who direct it, and that permits the production. Few but the most extravagant of Shaw's dialects are certain to make a fair word. The" life of the play depends upon the acting of the people who direct it, and that permits the production. This part of the play is a bit too much of the "angry" type, but the people who direct it, and that permits the production. Few but the most extravagant of Shaw's dialects are certain to make a fair word.
HOCKEY TEAM HOLDS EARLY WORKOUTS
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In the beginning there seemed to be little or no form to the team and they were soundly thrashed in their first two matches by the Boston University Terriers and the Boston College Eagles. In both of these encounters the players failed to team up and were told to go no gentle terms by Boston sports writers, starting with a defeat to the Terriers which was sudden come to a life and gave Ned Bigelow's charges an unexpected lift, as, by playing them for two periods, only 10 minutes slightly to the players. They beat by only two goals.

It was not until the team journeyed to Amherst to meet the Massachusetts Agricultural College that they broke into the winning column. The Horse-Lime Farmers were blanked by a 5-0 score. Next, a return game was played with Boston University and, in the surprise of nearly every hockey fan, the Technology team nipped the Terriers of their first winning in the season, breaking the long extended college game of the past.

The big, strong, and speedy players were obliged to cauterities because of the excellent work that they are, and they are ready to take their stand as the champions of New England. The Bearcats will have a better chance this year than ever before to win the Big Ten Cup Series. The Bangs go at Lewiston, Maine, on Saturday, they the team on edge, for their coming game.

Freshmen Showing Up Well

On last Saturday the Fresh team was unexpectedly beaten by the Amherst secretary. Fully good hockey is being displayed by both teams during the first two periods. At the end of the second, the Cambridge team broke up the Fresh defense, overwhelmed the green old boys to slip the puck into the cage by a score of 6-1. The Fresh team had a fine back line, a framework of both offense and defense, little so light, and no engine way. 

Craigy at wing, and Palmer at center, are exceptionally smart, and it is about these two that Coach Bill Stewart hopes to build his team. Craigy, who has played the game at right wing. When Richardson was cut down by the cage he should develop into a really good goal guard.

We were skippers and the Venice girls, and everything was as it should be, with the skippers' and the girls' space for the press... even in those days, Alaska was nationally known to good fellows.

And as far as those fearless hats, heads and shoulders are concerned, we don't mean that the Chalmers is especially raveled clothes to the sitting room of any corner... BUSH

P A L E D R Y

Ginger Ale

is the finest drink of college men in the world, and those men who claim Pale Dry is a good mixer never know what they are missing.

MCCARTHY'S MEN BACK READY FOR HARD PRACTICE

After a good ten days' vacation, Coach McCarthy's basketball team are not ready for action. Action is very much in evidence in the Harvard gym every afternoon this week and the rest over the recession seems to have remained renewed vigor to the squad to quite a large extent.

At the present writing, the Cardinal and Grey quintet have played half of their games. Out of the eighteen contests played so far this season, the Kittins have earned an even break in the number of games won and lost, and win and losing a considerable amount in the opening engagement the inaugural court team showed under the New Bedford Treats five by an even winning score in the 25th game. A week later the team jourested to Harvard where their first defeat of the season of the hands of the Big Green team of Dartmouth by 11-0 score.

During the next week, the Technology played two good games, lost both matches. There has a four point lead over the Tech men and a four place later. Known after being boiled down the warm-up over the Christmas vacation the team is considered to be in good form to win the top spot, the First score being 21-0.

After the Christmas vacation, the Cardinal and Grey took the Lowell and Boston Gardens as their home courts and played a winning over Rhode Island State and the team finished by sweeping all the way through in both series. Although the team has looked clean in the win and lose columns, the team is considered a success taking into account the fact that three of the four losses were decided by a single point.

The Harvard and Grey play Northestern in a return engagement in the Huntington Avenue gym and look good for another triumph through the "F" boys.

WIND and weather can't hurt the skin protected by Williams Shaving Cream. Big 5-oz. bottle 50c; at all dealers.

The Tech men used to crack prep school athletes and does not work out on the board track.

turned that there is more truth than poetry in the idea that we are only a bunch of championship teams, sports writers get the present time there were no men lost to the swimming team by the fact. I7n the present time there were no me lost to the swimming team by the fact.
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NOTICES

OFFICIAL

CHORAL SINGING GI

Mr. Townsend will meet the class in Choral Singing (41) for the first recitation at 9:00 o'clock on February 10. The class will meet on Mondays and Fridays throughout the second semester in the basement of the new building.

AIR SERVICE SCHEDULES

Schedule for this term's Air Service classes have been posted on the bulletin board in the lobby of the new building.

U. S. NAVAL AIR SERVICE GROUND SCHOOL

There will be no new classes in this subject, every Tuesday and Thursday evening at 7. in room 11, 1926.

226.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-226.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

11, 1926.

In this subject, every Tuesday and Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

226.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

Thursday evening at 7., in room 2-278 at four o'clock.

FE21 REPEAT

Students desiring to take FE21 during the current term should see Mr. Copithorne in room 4-109 at four o'clock this afternoon, and in addition, bring schedule of the hour.

Finally determined. Bring schedule of the time when the course will meet are to be arranged on account of conflicts of the new schedule. It will be efficient if it will be possible to function.

G3. INTERNATIONAL LAW

Students of courses VI and XV, members of the ROTC and Singers, who take this course by special arrangement on account of conflicts should learn their regular schedule at Professor Tupper's office, room 304.

UNDERRADUATE

T. C. A. EMPLOYMENT BUREAU

To enable this Bureau to function efficiently it will be necessary for all men with application cards to get their new schedule at room 10-250, from 6 to 10.

SENIOR ELECTIONS

Nominations for the Senior Officers in the Chemical Society in the regular meetings on February 24.

ELECTION TEA DANCE BY BYRD

R. Norris, S. A. E. house, 484 Beacon Street, will give a tea dance by the regular meetings on February 24.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY TRIP

For Navy Contest

The Society will meet tomorrow at 4 at 1:00 P. M.

ANDERSONS SPECIAL TICKETS

To enable this Bureau to function efficiently it will be necessary for all men with application cards to get their new schedule at room 10-250, from 6 to 10.

STONE & WEBSTER INCORPORATED

DESIGN steam power stations, hydraulic developments, transmission lines, sewers and interurban railroads, gas and chemical plants, industrial plants, warehousing and buildings.

CONSTRUCT either from their own designs or from designs of other engineers or architects.

OPERATE public utility and industrial companies.

REPORT on going concerns, proposed extensions and new projects.

FINANCE industrial and public utility properties and undertake an investment banking business.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

SUCCESS TO BE LASTING MUST BE DESERVED

GYM TEAM PREPARES FOR NAVY CONTEST

On Saturday afternoon at Annapolis the Varsity gym team will meet the Navy in the first meet of the year.

NAVAL AIRMAN WILL COMMAND EXPEDITION

There will be a meeting of the Society in the regular meetings on February 24.

Lecture Series are open to the public

A third series in being delivered at Kings Chapel and is divided into two parts.
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